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Foreword

I am pleased to present the 2019–20 GST administration annual performance report 
on behalf of the Commissioner of Taxation. 

This year we applied a range of GST revenue collection strategies that optimise voluntary 
compliance, while effectively managing compliance risks to the GST system.

We supported our colleagues across the ATO to adopt a mindset that embeds GST into 
decision-making processes across day-to-day operations and client experiences.

As part of the GST compliance program, we raised $1.6 billion from compliance and 
lodgment enforcement activities in 2019–20, exceeding our planned commitment of 
$740 million.

Deborah Jenkins  
Deputy Commissioner, Small Business

From January 2020, we supported many bushfire-affected Australians by facilitating BAS lodgment and payment 
deferrals to alleviate cash flow pressures. From February 2020, the ATO’s priorities and focus shifted, as the Australian 
Government announced stimulus measures to help the Australian community and our economy withstand the economic 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Our role in the collective recovery has been to contribute to the design and implementation of the Government’s 
economic stimulus measures – Cash Flow Boost and JobKeeper. Cash Flow Boost supported businesses to manage 
cash flow when eligible businesses lodged their activity statements, and JobKeeper helped businesses to retain 
employees.

We are mindful that difficult times require assistance and understanding for those impacted by these events. This led us 
to make changes to our approach, to better support the community. We did this by:

 � permitting businesses to change their BAS reporting cycle to obtain faster access to GST refunds 
 � working with affected businesses to help them pay their existing and ongoing tax liabilities
 � pausing our firmer action compliance work, except for high risk clients
 � redeploying our client engagement staff to support delivery of the Government’s stimulus measures.

Our GST cash collections this year were $60.2 billion, 7.6% lower than last year, reflecting the significant impact 
of COVID-19 on the economy. More telling is the difference between net GST accruals and cash collections of 
approximately $6.4 billion, compared with $1.6 billion in 2018–19. The most significant component of this is an increase 
in unpaid debt, in part due to payment deferrals granted to businesses experiencing financial hardship.

Expenditure on GST administration for 2019–20 declined to approximately $575.8 million (unaudited actual costs), 
$83.2m below 2018–19. This reflects our client engagement staff being redeployed to deliver the Government’s stimulus 
measures for four months, and responding to increased demand for our services by clients.

Against this background we remained focused on our performance in administering the GST. In June 2020, a new GST 
Administration Performance Agreement was approved by the Council on Federal Financial Relations (CFFR), comprised 
of Treasurers of the Commonwealth, states and territories. The new agreement forms the basis for monitoring GST and is 
effective from 1 July 2020 for a three-year period.

We are taking a holistic approach to our system health. We want to move away from focusing much of our efforts 
on audits, and we have worked collaboratively with clients to obtain better outcomes. Through products like our 
practical compliance guidelines issued for the financial services and insurance industry, we have focused on resolving 
longstanding technical issues. This provides greater consistency and clarity on the ATO’s view and what we consider to 
be risky behaviour, so that business can make informed decisions. The justified trust programs also allow us to provide 
high-quality assurance. 

This year the ATO completed a significant data migration through Activity Statements Financial Processing; one of the 
biggest data migrations ever undertaken in the public or private sector. This provides a single client accounting system.
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We continue to advance global consistency in the administration of consumption tax by assisting the World Bank 
and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), by supporting the development of a 
consumption tax toolkit. This toolkit will form an integral resource in the way consumption tax is administered for 
cross-border digital supplies. 

July 2020 marked 20 years since the introduction of the GST. We can look back with pride on what was a significant 
moment in the evolution of Australia’s tax system; the beginning of a new tax era to simplify and overhaul the existing 
sales tax system and other state and territory taxes.

The GST was developed with consultation and community partnership and a focus on supporting business to 
implement the historic change. Business activity statements (BAS) changed the way taxpayers reported on a number 
of taxes, not just GST.

Since the GST was introduced we’ve collected over $900 billion on behalf of the states and territories, and over 
2.9 million businesses are now registered for GST. 

Reflecting on these achievements provides the opportunity to assess how we are positioned to tackle the challenges 
of the year ahead – a year that will continue to challenge the whole community. We will need to balance our traditional 
approach with new and resourceful ways of thinking, as we continue to deliver the ongoing stimulus measures, while 
ensuring GST administration is effective and efficient and delivers world’s best practice.

I would like to thank Treasury, the states and territories representatives on the GST Administration Subcommittee and 
the GST Policy and Administration Subgroup, for their ongoing support and advice during the year.

FIGURE 1: GST SNAPSHOT AS AT 30 JUNE 2020

Highlights over the last 20 years include:
 � introducing two cross-border measures (digital services and low value imported goods) resulting in more 

than $1 billion in collections to date
 � improved anti-avoidance measures
 � simplifiying the BAS by making it easier for all small businesses and not-for-profits with a GST turnover 

of less than $10 million
 � introducing indirect tax self-assessment
 � removing irritants and fixing the basics by implementing most of the recommendations from the Board 

of Taxation Review into the legal framework for administration of GST
 � developing self-help tools, for example, the GST property decision tool and the food classification tool  

on ato.gov.au to support business to get it right
 � introducing the GST reverse charge on precious metals to shift liability to recipients
 � introducing GST at settlement to address phoenixing in the property sector
 � hosting the fifth OECD Global Forum on VAT.
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Revenue results

2.9 million 
GST registrants

84.6% 
Activity statements  
lodged

74% 
Activity statements 
lodged on time

88.2% 
BAS lodged electronically

$1.6 billion 
GST compliance program

$2.6 billion 
Compliance results

$10.2 billion 
GST debt

$7.9 billion 
GST collectable debt

$5.8 billion 
GST gap (8.1%)

$576 million 
Adminstration costs (actual)

$0.92 
Cost of collecting 
$100 GST revenue

$198 
Cost per registrant  
(actual)

15 
Successful court outcomes

117 per 1,000 
Objections to new litigation

545 
Objection cases were created

http://ato.gov.au
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1 Accountability framework

Our relationship with federal, state 
and territory governments
The ATO’s responsibilities and formal accountabilities under the framework established by the Council of Australian 
Governments (COAG) require specific reporting on its administration of GST.

The ATO works collaboratively with government, the tax profession and the broader community to deliver on the 
GST Administration Performance Agreement.

FIGURE 2: ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK
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2 Revenue

In 2019–20, net GST cash collections (excluding non-GIC penalties) were $60.2 billion, including net Department of 
Home Affairs collections of $4.2 billion. This was 10.4% ($7.0 billion) below the 2019–20 Budget estimate of $67.2 billion 
and 7.9% ($5.2 billion) below the Mid-Year Economic Fiscal Outlook (MYEFO) estimate of $65.4 billion.

The MYEFO downward revision of the original Budget estimate was attributable to lower-than-expected collections and 
weaker economic forecasts for 2019–20. The final cash collections outcome for 2019–20 was much lower than the 
revised estimate, reflecting the significant impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Australian economy. A significant 
increase in unpaid GST debt, in part due to payment deferrals granted by the ATO to businesses experiencing financial 
hardship contributed to lower-than-expected collections. GST revenue has been significantly affected by changes in 
Australian consumers’ patterns of consumption during the COVID-19 lockdowns in 2020.

The 2019–20 cash outcome was 7.6% (or $4.9 billion) lower than in 2018–19, reflecting falls in consumption, due to 
the impacts of COVID-19, and lower dwelling investment. An increase in GST debt also contributed to the fall in GST 
collections in 2019–20.

Cash and accruals
In 2019–20, net GST cash collections were $60.2 billion. However, net GST accrued on a tax liability method (TLM) 
was $66.7 billion. TLM is defined as being the earlier of the cash payment being received or the associated liability 
being recognised. The difference between net GST accruals and cash collections was $6.4 billion. The most significant 
component of this difference is an increase in unpaid debt, due in part to payment deferrals granted to businesses 
experiencing financial hardship.

The estimated total statement outcome for June 2019 to May 2020 BAS (BAS that were due in 2019–20) was 
$59.8 billion, $1.1 billion lower than the corresponding period in 2018–19, mainly due to weakness in the financial 
and insurance service industry, as well as higher GST refunds to the mining and public administration sectors. Partially 
offsetting these were higher GST payments from the wholesale trade, professional services and construction industries.

FIGURE 3: REVENUE (CASH) RESULTS FOR 2015–16 TO 2019–20
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3 Costs

The ATO administers the GST on behalf of the Australian states and territories. The states 
and territories reimburse the Commonwealth for the ATO’s cost of administering GST. Our 
obligations to the states and territories are set out in the GST Administration Performance 
Agreement between the ATO and the Council on Federal Financial Relations, as per the 
Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations.

The cost of administering GST is calculated by the ATO’s strategic costing framework (SCF). This is a cost attribution 
model consistent with the Australian Government’s accrual-based outcomes and programs costing framework. It 
calculates the proportion of the ATO’s total operating expenses that relate to GST administration activities on a full-cost 
basis.

GST administration costs are monitored, with oversight provided by the ATO GST Product Committee. The GST costs 
are endorsed by the Chief Finance Officer and are subject to an annual independent audit by the Australian National 
Audit Office (ANAO). Costs are reported against the Program Framework Deliverables set out in Schedule B of the GST 
Administration Performance Agreement.

The ATO prepares a Schedule B estimate for consideration by the GST Administration Sub-Committee (GSTAS) ahead 
of each financial year. Once agreed, the estimate serves as the intended cost of GST administration for the upcoming 
financial year. 

The Council on Federal Financial Relations agreed to move to a full cost recovery arrangement (as determined by the 
SCF) in 2020–21.

Although actual GST administration expenditure was tracking higher than the Schedule B estimate for the first half of the 
2019–20 financial year, unaudited full year actual costs for 2019–20 were $575.8 million, $83.2m below 2018–19 and 
$70.8 million below the agreed Schedule B estimate. This under-spend was driven by the ATO’s reallocation of resources 
to support clients impacted by natural disasters and to administer the Government’s COVID-19 stimulus response.  

FIGURE 4: SCHEDULE B ESTIMATE AGAINST ACTUAL COSTS 2015–16 TO 2019–20
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Breakdown of costs (actuals)
The SCF maps GST activities to program deliverables to capture the ATO’s direct GST administration costs. The 
percentage of direct costs is also applied to the ATO’s indirect costs to calculate the GST portion of indirect costs. The 
direct and indirect costs are then added together to provide the total.

The ATO’s indirect costs increased proportionally in 2019–20 compared with 2018–19, due to investment in technology 
to improve our:

 � IT security and data storage resilience 
 � IT sustainment 
 � data analytics.

The direct cost of GST activities was $303.6 million in 2019–20 (52.7% of the overall cost). This included $70.0 million for 
the GST compliance program, slightly down from 2018–19 ($72.9 million).

TABLE 1: COST TO COLLECT GST REVENUE AND PER REGISTRANT

2015–16  
$

2016–17  
$

2017–18  
$

2018–19  
$

2019–20  
$

Cost to collect $100 GST revenue 1.16 1.12 1.07 1.01 0.92

Cost per registrant 267 264 250 232 198

The administrative cost per registrant and the cost of collecting $100 GST revenue have fallen over the last five years.
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4 Measurement and effectiveness

In 2019–20, net GST cash collections (excluding non-GIC penalties) were $60.2 billion, including net Department of Ho

The ATO uses performance measures to monitor the health of the GST system. 
These performance measures include GST gap estimates, voluntary compliance ratio, 
total revenue effects and GST assured.

Two of our performance measures (tax gap and tax assured) are ‘lag indicators’ that tell us about the tax performance 
in 2018–19 and 2017–18 respectively. The impacts of COVID-19 will not be known until we can produce measurements 
for 2019–20. 

Total revenue effects on the other hand is a contemporaneous indicator that tells us about the impact of our work on 
tax revenue in 2019–20. As such, total revenue effects have been impacted by a range of factors relating to COVID-19, 
including:

 � taxpayers’ ability to pay
 � our cautious approach to compliance, interest and debt recovery
 � our focus on delivering Government stimulus measures.

Recognising the importance of having reliable and credible tax gap estimates, we continue to engage an independent 
expert panel to provide advice on the suitability of our tax gap methods and the reliability of our estimates.

GST GAP
The GST gap estimates the difference between the GST collected by the ATO and the amount that would have been 
collected if every taxpayer was fully compliant with tax law.

We estimate the ATO collected 91.9% of the theoretical GST liability in 2018–19 leaving a net gap of 8.1% or $5.8 billion. 
Overall the gap is relatively stable, ranging from 6.9% to 8.2% through the trend period.

FIGURE 5: GROSS AND NET GST GAP PERCENTAGE, 2014–15 TO 2018–19

Note: Estimates of the GST gap for 2015–19 are updated as business activity statements are lodged or amended. The GST gap is also adjusted to account 
for revisions to external data sources, such as the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 

 GST gap data remains one year in arrears due to the timing of the National Accounts data releases. The data for the reporting period 2019–20 relates 
to gap estimates in 2018–19. 

 Net GST gap equals GST liabilities not reported plus non-pursuable debt. The gross GST gap (including debt) is obtained by adding the liabilities 
raised from ATO compliance activities to the net GST gap figure.
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Theoretical GST for 2018–19 is estimated to be $71.0 billion. This represents a 3.5% increase from the revised 2017–18 
figure. The theoretical tax base for GST has two major components:

 � Taxable household consumption for 2018–19 increased by 3.2% compared to 2017–18. This represents a lower rate 
of growth than 2017–18 (4.3%).

 � New dwelling purchases (as indicated by gross fixed capital formation in dwellings data) in 2018–19 increased by 
5.1% over 2017–18. This represents a slightly weaker growth rate compared to 2017–18 (6.1%), and the lowest 
observed growth rate in new dwelling purchases since 2013–14.

GST paid was $65.3 billion for 2018–19. This represents a 2.6% increase from the revised 2017–18 figure. The 
components of GST paid comprises:

 � tax paid voluntarily – this increased by 2.4% to $62.6 billion in 2018–19
 � amendments – this increased by 6.1% to $2.6 billion in 2018–19.

FIGURE 6: GST TAX PAID AND NET GST GAP

Australia’s GST gap compares favourably to similar international tax jurisdictions. Over a five-year timeframe, 
it is in line with the comparable best performing European Union member countries and aligns closely with the 
United Kingdom estimate.

ATO action to reduce the GST gap
Various taxpayer behaviours affect the gap. These range in severity from honest reporting errors to deliberate 
non-compliance. 

We work to minimise the GST gap and maximise voluntary compliance. Our balanced and targeted compliance program 
focuses on prevention, early engagement and assurance activities. These include:

 � analysing third-party data holdings, analytics and risk mitigation activities to identify and address non-compliance
 � preventing compliance issues before they arise, to foster voluntary compliance by supporting those that want to do 

the right thing and reduce mistakes  
 � taking a firmer approach with those we detect deliberately evading their GST and other tax obligations 
 � developing and exploring opportunities to improve the education, support and guidance we offer clients 
 � engaging with Australia’s largest businesses to collect evidence that substantiates willing participation and provides 

assurance that they are paying the right amount of tax
 � continuing to integrate our work programs across all taxes, to deliver more effective and efficient risk management 

and enhance the taxpayer experience
 � addressing non-compliance through targeted programs such as the Black Economy Taskforce, to build community 

trust and confidence.
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GST voluntary compliance ratio 
The GST voluntary compliance ratio (VCR) complements the GST gap by measuring the proportion of taxpayers fully 
compliant with all four pillars of compliance – registration, lodgment, reporting and payment. To be fully compliant, a 
taxpayer must: 

 � be correctly registered 
 � lodge by the due date 
 � report the correct amount of GST 
 � pay the correct amount on time.

The proportion of taxpayers voluntarily complying with their obligations, and the value of GST remitted voluntarily are 
important indicators of the health of the GST system and community confidence. 

Measuring the VCR
The GST VCR is measured at two levels: 

1 Taxpayer level – the number of taxpayers who completely meet all their obligations for the financial year.
2 GST value level – the amount of GST, by value, that is voluntarily remitted to us in accordance with the law 

for the financial year.

FIGURE 7: VCR GST VALUE AND TAXPAYERS 2014–15 TO 2018–19

VCR trends and latest findings 
The VCR assumes strict administrative compliance with obligations, especially as it relates to lodgment. It has been 
stable over recent years, suggesting the health of the system has been maintained.

In 2018–19 we estimate that 44.7% of taxpayers were voluntarily complying, using our strict VCR test. This does not give 
any consideration to minor unintentional late payments or lodgments. 

The 2018–19 relaxed voluntary compliance at the taxpayer level increases to 82.7% by adjusting for: 

 � taxpayers who have no total business income in the year; that is, a nil BAS 
 � taxpayers who are only considered non-compliant for having one BAS lodged late and/or one late payment. 

In making these adjustments, we recognise there is a significant proportion of taxpayers who aim to do the right thing but 
are late with either a single lodgment or payment. 

At the GST-value level, the amount of revenue received voluntarily paid on time and without enforcement action has been 
stable over recent years. In 2018–19, this was equivalent to 81.9% of theoretical GST revenue.
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GST total revenue effects
GST total revenue effects (TRE) measures the impact our activities have on improving taxpayer compliance. These 
activities ultimately improve levels of willing participation in the tax systems. Understanding and measuring the impact 
of our activities helps us to develop effective new strategies and improve existing ones. It is also a useful signpost of our 
shift in focus from ‘corrective’ to ‘preventative’ strategies which cannot be detected by measuring audit yield alone. 

TRE combines these factors:

 � Audit yield – the collection of liabilities, including penalties and interest, directly connected to adjustments we 
make as a result of our ‘downstream’ interventions. It is a combination of actual cash collections and estimates of 
collections based on sampling. Penalties, which is a small component of audit yield, are not distributed to the state 
and territory governments under the intergovernmental agreement.

 � Wider revenue effects – the estimated additional tax paid voluntarily by clients we influence, where there is a clear 
causal connection with our engagements.

FIGURE 8: HOW THE WIDER REVENUE EFFECTS AND AUDIT YIELD COMBINE WITH 
OUR OTHER ACTIVITIES TO ADD  TO THE TOTAL TAX BASE

The TRE estimate for 2019–20 is $3.3 billion.

TABLE 2: GST TOTAL REVENUE EFFECTS, 2017–18 TO 2019–20

2017–18  
$m

2018–19  
$m

2019–20  
$m

Audit yield 2,822 2,652 2,425

Wider revenue effects 861 960 848

Total 3,682 3,612 3,273

GST assured 
GST assured is an indicator to help the ATO demonstrate its confidence in the GST system. It is an estimate of the 
proportion of GST reported that:

 � we are highly confident is correct
 � is based on the concept of justified trust. 

We achieve justified trust and consider tax to be assured when we have evidence that reporting of GST is complete 
and accurate.

This is the first year of publication for GST assured. As inspection activities can extend beyond the financial year, GST 
assured has been estimated for the 2017–18 financial year. For this year, the ATO has assurance for 12% ($7.2 billion) 
of the $60.0 billion in net GST.
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5 Registrations

We help people to correctly register in the GST system and to exit the GST system when required. 

From 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020:

 � approximately 371,000 new GST registrations requests were received
 � approximately 263,000 GST registration cancellations were processed.

As at 30 June 2020, our register had 2.9 million active GST registrants, 2.5% more than 2018–19. Movement in and out 
of the GST system has been stable, with a notable proportion of registrants being small businesses. The increase in GST 
registrations has broadly been across most industries. Most prominently has been the growth in the transport sector, due 
to higher registrations in ride-sourcing and delivery services. All ride-sourcing drivers need to have an Australian business 
number (ABN) and be registered for GST, regardless of GST turnover.

Detecting and deterring GST refund fraud in the community by gathering intelligence and cancelling unnecessary GST 
registrations ensures the integrity of our register. This year 23,390 GST registrations were checked, resulting in:

 � 3,487 cancelled registrations 
 � over 350 enterprises referred for further investigation.

Working with the Australian Border Force, we also manage the deferred GST (DGST) scheme, a Government initiative 
that allows registered importers to defer payment of GST on imported goods until 21 days after the end of the monthly 
taxable period. Approval into the scheme is only granted if the importer has a history of good compliance, lodges a 
monthly business activity statement (BAS) electronically and pays BAS net amounts electronically. In 2019–20, we:

 � approved 1,538 new deferred GST registrations
 � declined 781 deferred GST registration applications that did not qualify for the scheme
 � compliance assured 3,406 deferred GST registrations
 � revoked 630 deferred GST registrations.

To support businesses during the challenging COVID-19 period, we enabled a change in the GST cycle that helped 
importers with their cash flow. This ensured more businesses and brokers could access the DGST scheme, and have 
the cash flow needed for the continued flow of goods into and out of Australia.

To help businesses keep supply chains open during this trying time the ATO also:

 � committed resources to ensure that all DGST applications were processed in a timely fashion
 � worked with businesses to reduce compliance costs. 

There was a 50% increase in DGST registrations to 500 in the March to June 2020 period, compared with the same 
time last year.
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6 Debt and lodgment

Debt
At 30 June 2020, GST total debt was $10.2 billion, up 79.7% compared to last year. Estimated GST collectable debt 
was $7.9 billion, up 84.3% compared to last year. 

A couple of factors that have contributed to the significant growth in GST debt:

 � the ongoing impacts of droughts and bushfires
 � the unfolding COVID-19 impact and the ATO pausing most debt recovery activities.

As part of the Government and the ATO’s response to COVID-19, PAYGW was fully or partially offset by the Cash 
Flow Boost and PAYGI obligations were able to be varied downwards. As these amounts are payable via activity 
statements (AS), this treatment limited the extent to which PAYGI and PAYGW would otherwise have driven a greater 
increase in total AS debt. As a result, the rate of growth in GST debt was also higher than the overall rate of growth 
in total activity statement debt. 

We aim to improve clients’ understanding of their obligations and, where possible, help them meet their obligations 
on time.

In 2019–20, we:

 � enhanced our payment plan services
 � implemented Activity Statement Financial Processing 
 � implemented Payment Receivables Management, a suite of predictive and machine learning models that make better 

use of ATO data science and analytic modelling capability to initiate and shape ATO debt collection activities
 � raised staff awareness of the interconnectedness of clients’ interactions with the ATO as an end-to-end process 

(through our ‘Better as Usual’ program).

These initiatives have:

 � improved our understanding of client behaviour, and 
 � enabled us to provide the most appropriate support according to their circumstances. 

Through our ‘payment thinking’ initiative we are building trust and confidence in our management of payment and debt. 
Payment thinking is about designing processes, systems and approaches that make payment an easy and natural part of 
activities across all stages of tax and superannuation. 

We continue to share best practice with other revenue agencies through a range of channels, including the OECD forum 
on tax administration and the International Debt Management Committee. 

Small businesses continue to account for the majority of collectable debt, and are a key focus of our payment and debt 
strategies. Small businesses may experience cash flow issues for various reasons at any time, and they have been 
particularly impacted over the last year. 

Assisting clients impacted by disasters such as floods, bushfires and COVID-19 was a critical focus for us in the latter 
part of 2019–20. In response we:

 � paused most firmer action work and all outbound campaigns
 � re-prioritised resources to support client-initiated requests, with a focus on answering inbound calls
 � used stronger action in only the most serious cases of fraud and evasion 
 � suspended use of external collection agencies for debt collection action. 

We also offered a range of relief measures, including:

 � providing clients with extra time to pay their debt or lodge their BAS
 � payment plans tailored to clients’ circumstances, including an interest-free period
 � remitting penalties or interest charged during the time clients have been affected
 � releasing clients from their tax debt in cases of serious hardship
 � providing businesses impacted by COVID-19 with the option of temporarily changing their reporting cycle to get 

quicker access to GST refunds (if they were entitled).
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TABLE 3: GST DEBT CORE INDICATORS

2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

Total GST debt outstanding ($b) 5.0 5.6 5.5 5.7 10.2

Collectable GST debt ($b) 3.4 3.8 4.0 4.3 7.9

GST debt collection rate (%) 5.9 6.4 6.3 6.6 13.1

Note: Collectable debt is debt for which there is no impediment to collection – it is not subject to objection or appeal, or to some form of insolvency administration.

 The debt collection rate is calculated using the estimated GST collectable debt amount as a percentage of 12 months GST revenue collections.

Since January 2020, the impact of natural disasters across Australia and the COVID-19 pandemic have seen GST 
collectable debt continue to grow whilst GST collections have declined.

FIGURE 9: GST COLLECTABLE DEBT 

GST collectable debt has followed a similar trajectory as total collectable debt.

FIGURE 10: AGEING OF GST DEBT – ACCOUNT NUMBERS
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FIGURE 11: AGEING OF GST DEBT – VALUE

Lodgment
In 2019–20, we saw a decline in lodgment performance of 1.6 percentage points (83.4% to 81.8%) for monthly BAS, 
and 2.1 percentage points (73.1% to 71.0%) for quarterly BAS. A cause for the decline in lodgment performance of BAS 
is the impact of bushfires and the effects of COVID-19, particularly for small business. By volume of BAS, small business 
is the largest segment, so a change in on-time lodgment behaviour for small business has a significant impact to the 
on-time lodgment performance across the overall population. 

Lodgments performance
 � Monthly – The on-time lodgment performance for 2019–20 is 1.6 percentage points below the 2018–19 result. 

There have been around 46,000 more on-time lodgments received in 2019–20 compared to 2018–19 results.
 � Quarterly – The on-time lodgment performance for 2019–20 is 2.1 percentage points below the 2018–19 result, 

with around 107,000 more on-time lodgments being received in 2019–20 compared to 2018–19 results.

As at 30 June 2020: 

 � 7.3 million 2019–20 BAS had been lodged, an increase of 113,000 BAS compared to the same time last year 
 � there were still a further 2.73 million 2019–20 BAS that were not yet due or had been deferred, but are expected 

to be lodged in 2020–21. 

We have increased direct contact with non-lodgers through the GST compliance program. We seek to influence on-time 
lodgment behaviour by engaging with clients to address the drivers that have contributed to late or non-lodgment.

Re-engagement strategy
In June 2020, we commenced our strategy to re-engage with clients who have an outstanding payment or lodgment 
obligation.

Our approach is designed to prevent clients from losing touch with the tax system, given the disruption to business and 
the significant number of deferred due dates and payment plans. Targeted, tailored, differentiated approaches form part 
of the overarching strategy. We contact clients as close to the event as possible, to discuss their financial health and 
wellbeing.

We support vulnerable taxpayers to get back on track in a way that is sustainable for their circumstances. This includes 
engaging with taxpayers such as:

 � small businesses that continued operating but with significant financial setbacks
 � those who are looking to restart their operations after a period of temporary closure, or 
 � those who have refocused their efforts on a new opportunity.
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7 Compliance engagement

We want to make sure everyone pays their fair share of tax, and that those who 
do the right thing are not disadvantaged by unfair practices. We support and educate 
taxpayers to encourage them to willingly meet their GST obligations, while detecting 
and dealing with those who deliberately avoid their GST obligations.

Toward the end of 2019–20, our focus was on delivering tens of billions of dollars in much needed stimulus to the 
community. This resulted in a temporary adjustment to some of our compliance activities. We re-prioritised our resources 
and activities to meet emerging needs as the Government’s response was developed, and supported people who were 
suddenly unable to meet their GST obligations. We delivered the stimulus measures and assisted our clients to obtain all 
the concessions to which they are entitled.

We maintained our focus on GST refund integrity, dealing with fraudulent activity and high risk refunds. Staff undertaking 
pre issue GST refund reviews also checked client risks associated with the Cash Flow Boost and JobKeeper eligibilities. 

Our compliance activities raised $2.6 billion in GST liabilities in the year to 30 June 2020, compared with $3.2 billion in 
the year to 30 June 2019.

TABLE 4: COMPLIANCE LIABILITIES

2015–16  
$m

2016–17  
$m

2017–18  
$m

2018–19  
$m

2019–20  
$m

GST liabilities raised 3,295 2,895 3,014 3,173 2,645

GST liabilities raised – business as usual 2,360 1,791 1,809 1,504 1,077

GST liabilities raised – GST compliance program 935 1,104 1,205 1,669 1,568

GST compliance program

The GST compliance program (previously called the GST voluntary compliance program) was established in 2010. It has 
been a significant part of the ATO’s administration of the GST, returning approximately $10 billion in GST revenue to the 
states and territories through to June 2020. The program provides the ATO with additional funding to:

 � actively promote voluntary compliance
 � deter non-compliance through greater visibility, and 
 � ensure a level playing field for Australian businesses. 

The funding has been extended through to 30 June 2023.

The current program includes funding for some new initiatives to: 

 � address declining lodgment rates in the small and micro business markets 
 � contemporise the GST risk modelling
 � extend the ATO’s justified trust program (ensuring large businesses pay the right amount of GST). 

$10 billion 
GST revenue to the states and 
territories from 1 July 2010 
to June 2020

$1.6 billion 
was raised from compliance and lodgment enforcement activities  
in 2019–20, exceeding our planned commitment of  
$740 million 
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In 2019–20, the GST compliance program delivered the following results: 

 � Compliance and lodgment enforcement activities raised total liabilities of $1.6 billion, exceeding our planned GST 
commitment of $740 million by $827million. 

 � The justified trust program delivered on its revenue commitments; however, case work was on hold in the latter part 
of 2019–20 in line with the ATO’s broader COVID-19 response.

 � GST debt recovery activities raised $216.2 million against an annual commitment of $238.4 million. The GST debt 
collected, and associated coverage activities were reduced in the second half of 2019–20 due to deliberate actions 
taken by the ATO to support business through the bushfires and COVID-19. 

All strategies funded by the program have been impacted by COVID-19. This meant fewer activities in the latter part 
of the financial year, although in line with past years, overall revenue commitments were exceeded.

Contemporising GST Risk Modelling Project 
As a result of an Inspector General of Taxation (IGT) review into GST refunds (March 2018), the IGT recommended 
the ATO develop a formal framework of continuous improvement for its risk assessment tools.

The project is a key component of the GST compliance program, aiming to:

 � make it easier for businesses to comply by streamlining, automating and integrating indirect tax obligations with 
natural business systems

 � increase assurance processes for business that will foster willing participation and increase community confidence 
with the GST system.

The project has now progressed into the delivery phase, following completion of a high-level design and risk model 
business requirement improvements.

A reporting framework monitors risk model performance and develops our research for future data needs. 

We anticipate models for GST high risk refunds to be fully operational by mid-2023. 
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8 Risk and assurance

We apply a risk-based approach to the effective administration of the GST system.

The failure of clients to meet their obligations leads to:  

 � reduced collection of budgeted revenues 
 � reduced voluntary compliance 
 � erosion of community confidence (in the ATO) 
 � negative implications for a level playing field. 

Risks to GST revenue come in the form of client behaviours and can be categorised against the four pillars of tax 
compliance: registration, lodgment, reporting and payment. Client behaviour and choices determine how we engage to 
treat risk. The justified trust program seeks greater assurance that large clients are reporting the right amount of GST. 
This supports and expands on existing compliance and risk approaches, further enhancing confidence in these clients.

The key focus areas under the reporting pillar were:

 � GST evasion
 � property industry
 � BAS correct reporting
 � international cross-border administration
 � financial services and insurance
 � black economy
 � justified trust.

We have addressed risk through the lens of client segments, industries and pillars. Our treatment strategies to mitigate 
risk (differentiated based on client behaviours) include prevention, correction and identification/support activities.

GST evasion

The GST evasion risk is characterised by taxpayers attempting to gain financial benefit 
through deliberate and significant non-compliance with their GST obligations. 

The population engaging in GST evasion is not static, and changes constantly in response to market drivers and 
opportunities that can be exploited.  

The emergence of COVID-19 and the Government stimulus package is one such driver, presenting new opportunities 
and challenges for this population. We have observed and continue to deal with suspected non-compliant behaviours to 
gain and maximise Government stimulus measures.

Using data analytics and updated models, we have focused on ensuring those engaging in GST evasion do not benefit 
unfairly from the stimulus measures. Moving into 2020–21, we will work to ensure associated GST impacts of altered 
business structures, income reporting and remuneration practices do not adversely impact future GST product integrity. 

While COVID-19 has directly impacted projected GST evasion casework in 2019–20, the tax evasion program (TEP) 
completed a broad spread of over 1,370 GST review and audit activities to address suspected GST evasion. This raised 
GST liabilities of $203.5 million. Other outcomes included:

 � Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) deregistrations 
 � Tax Practitioner Board (TPB) deregistrations 
 � prosecutions and convictions  
 � pursuit of leveraged solutions, including law change or industry strategies, to close identified systemic weaknesses.
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These were our most significant bodies of work in 2019–20:

 � Assuring the integrity of tax agents; the TPB deregistered 14 tax agents as a result of GST evasion action this year. 
The affected client base (7,500 taxpayers) were notified of their agent’s deregistration.

 � The precious metals project was successfully closed, following the law change effective from 1 April 2017. This 
addressed the specific risk from some participants in the precious metals industry who chose not to account for 
GST payable, or claimed input tax credits inappropriately. The Courts upheld our position and our focus is assuring 
improved client behaviour after the law change. 

 � The change to luxury vehicle ABN quoting practices via tax invoices across the supply chain closed GST evasion 
opportunities and gained industry support. The change was backed by successful audit cases and court decisions, 
supporting the Commissioner’s views. We are now satisfied that this evasion risk has come back within tolerance.

Property industry

Risk in the property industry occurs when an entity fails to correctly treat the supply 
or acquisition of property in accordance with GST law.

Property continues to be a key focus given the scale of the property and construction 
industry and the potential impacts on revenue. Property risk impacts all client 
experiences and concerns all levels of government.

TABLE 5: COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES RESULTS, 2018–19 AND 2019–20

2018–19 2019–20

Disengaged property developers Raised $201 million in liabilities from 
1,208 audits and reviews.

Raised $205 million in liabilities from 
818 audits and reviews.

Other GST risks in the property market Raised over $157 million in liabilities from 
2,331 audit and review cases.

Raised over $285 million in liabilities from 
4,195 audit and review cases.

We focused on the following issues in 2019–20:

 � Retirement villages – We established a whole-of-ATO consultation group to collaborate with the retirement village 
sector on the resolution of key issues that manifest from complex and rapidly changing business arrangements. 

 � Build to rent – We recognised a potential growth in the build to rent sector in Australia, fuelled by a slow-down in 
demand for apartment style housing and housing affordability issues. Build to rent developments provide longer term 
rental accommodation to residential tenants, with lease terms typically up to five years or more. We are working with 
industry and individual taxpayers to identify and address risks, as these models have different GST recovery attributes. 

 � Development leases – We have identified the potential for GST leakage in development lease arrangements which 
involve the supply of unimproved land. Following the release of Taxpayer Alert 2018/3, we are reviewing GSTR 2015/2 
and have developed further public advice to specifically address common lease arrangements in the Australian Capital 
Territory. 

 � GST at settlement – In 2019–20, 90,900 property transactions were notified with a withholding obligation, with 
payments of $3.3 billion in GST. We are seeing property developers staying in the system, and less phoenixing activity. 
Though payments are sent to us by the purchaser, we have seen some property developers trying to recoup the GST 
by not reporting sales, or over-claiming deductions. Overall, the measure has had the desired effect of reducing the 
risk of phoenixing and disengaged property developers.  

 � Tax law partnerships – We have identified a significant increase in the use of tax law partnerships in property 
development arrangements. These arrangements seek to avoid the ‘joint and several’ liability of partners and 
effectively delay GST liability, providing a significant timing advantage for participants. There is a high degree of 
uncertainty within the industry regarding the reporting of such arrangements. Work is ongoing within the ATO, in 
collaboration with industry, to clarify the ATO position. 
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COVID-19 has resulted in some significant changes to the property and construction market:

 � Stimulus packages implemented by the Government to encourage ongoing work in the property and construction 
sector. The full impact of these initiatives and the potential risks arising from the abuse of the schemes is yet to be 
understood.

 � Possible disruption to international supply chains (decline in manufacturing, port closures) adversely impacting 
construction projects.

 � Commercial and residential rental income has been negatively impacted.
 � Changes in work practises, with the shift of people working from home.
 � Changes in behaviours, including an increased number of suppliers incorrectly advising the sale of property 

is not subject to GST. 

BAS correct reporting

The integrity of our GST refund system was maintained, with a focus on fraudulent 
activity and high risk refunds. Monitoring of risk model outcomes and case work 
intelligence ensured our controls and treatment strategies remained effective. 

Our priority during 2019–20 was to ensure clients received their entitled GST refunds as quickly as possible, and to 
administer the COVID-19 stimulus measures. 

In response to the bushfire disasters, GST refunds were fast-tracked to assist impacted clients.

Staff undertaking pre issue GST refund reviews also checked client risks associated with the Cash Flow Boost and 
JobKeeper eligibilities. Targeted treatment approaches were implemented for fraud and evasion behaviours associated 
with the Cash Flow Boost.

As the Cash Flow Boost stimulus measure was delivered as a credit to the BAS, we integrated our GST refund integrity 
risk models with additional BAS integrity checks. This ensured there was no degradation to the:

 � performance of our risk models, and 
 � effectiveness of our pre issue assurance work to review high risk GST refunds. 

We incorporated an agent view of risk into our modelling, to identify risk behaviours and cases associated with high risk 
agents. 

There was no significant shift in high risk GST refund behaviour for small business clients, who account for 75% of 
lodgments. Inadvertent errors remained the primary cause of incorrect reporting on the BAS for small businesses.

A significant decrease in refund revenue adjustments from the previous year is primarily due to the reduction in value of 
refund amounts for BAS stopped for review. The number of pre issue adjustments and adjustment rate results have not 
changed significantly. In 2018–19, there were a number of cases with significant refund adjustments.

TABLE 6: COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES RESULTS, 2018–19 AND 2019–20

2018–19 2019–20

GST refund claims 33,563 GST refund cases were undertaken, raising nearly 
$506 million in GST liabilities, with: 

26,258 GST refund cases were undertaken, raising over 
$306 million in GST liabilities, with: 

• 14,130 verified before payment of refund, resulting in nearly 
3,600 adjustments and $460 million in liabilities 

• 12,509 verified before payment of refund, resulting in 
3,440 adjustments and $273 million in liabilities

• 2,254 verified after payment of refund, resulting in nearly 
500 adjustments and $46 million in liabilities

• 1,334 verified after payment of refund, resulting in 
225 adjustments and $33 million in liabilities 

• 17,179 tailored advice letters issued. • 12,415 tailored advice letters issued.

Note: The tailored advice letters ask clients to review and check the GST and other amounts reported on the BAS. If the client finds any errors, they are required 
to revise the BAS by a particular date. It provides examples of the types of errors to look for, including: incorrect figures or figures in the wrong place; any 
invoices that do not include GST, or; GST on private expenses that may have been included. If the client finds that the BAS is correct, they do not need 
to do anything further.
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International cross-border administration

International cross-border (ICB) risk covers every transaction that crosses the Australian 
border, in physical goods, or in the form of services and other intangibles.

Our priorities in 2019–20 for international cross-border GST issues were:

 � implementing the new measure to extend GST to offshore sellers of hotel accommodation in Australia
 � consolidating the compliance approaches for GST on low value imported goods and digital products and services.

From 1 July 2019, GST was extended to ensure that offshore sellers of hotel accommodation in Australia calculated their 
GST turnover in the same way as local sellers. COVID-19 has significantly impacted the travel sector, and as a result 
further assurance activities are on hold.  

To help promote the adoption of a consistent framework, we are supporting the development of a consumption tax 
toolkit by the World Bank and the OECD. This toolkit will form an integral resource in the way consumption tax is 
administered for cross-border digital supplies. We continue to assist countries on a bilateral basis to achieve this end.

In 2020–21, an ATO representative will assist the OECD with the development of a regional VAT/GST digital toolkit. 
The toolkit is designed to assist tax authorities in Latin America and the Caribbean, and subsequently South-East Asia 
and Africa. This is to implement reforms to apply VAT/GST to cross-border consumer supplies of digital products and 
services and low value imported goods. The ATO as a leading tax administrator is continuing to advance consistency in 
the administration of consumption tax on the global stage.

Domestically we undertake activities which provide 
assurance that GST obligations are being met.

In 2019–20, to encourage compliance we ran:

 � educational campaigns such as webinars – partnering 
with international and domestic logistic providers to 
educate their clients on GST cross-border issues 

 � awareness campaigns – writing directly to new or 
emerging non-residents regarding potential GST 
obligations. 

To identify un-registered entities, we have: 

 � supplemented third-party financial transactions with 
data from other agencies such as Australian Border 
Force

 � increased our exchange of information with other 
jurisdictions – this is to compare their registered client 
list to ours, and where appropriate we have sought 
assistance from other jurisdictions to support our 
compliance activities

 � assessed community information against third-party 
data to determine the existence of tax risks.

Where we have detected non-compliance, we have 
engaged directly with the taxpayers to ensure GST 
obligations are met. 

TABLE 7: NET GST REVENUE FROM CROSS-BORDER MEASURES 

2017–18  
$m

2018–19  
$m

2019–20  
$m

Imported services and digital products 352 393 438

Low value imported goods N/A 357 385

Total 352 750 823

Note: Imported services and digital products commenced on 1 July 2017. Low value imported goods commenced on 1 July 2018.

Since the introduction of GST in 2000, Australia has 
been considered a pioneer in the collection of VAT/
GST. Many countries and international organisations 
have praised ATO innovations.

 � The role of Digital Platforms in the Collection 
of VAT/GST on Online Sales – David O’Sullivan 
– Consumption Taxes OECD – “This is something 
that we (the OECD) are selling to many countries 
around the world saying look it’s working in 
Australia, and you can apply it as an effective 
means to raise GST revenue”.

 � Taxation of Physical Goods in the Context of 
E-commerce: Avoiding Non-tariff Barriers through 
Simple and Consistent Design - International 
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) – “Australia has 
introduced a model for collecting GST which 
ICC believes should be looked at carefully as 
a potential solution to enhance indirect tax 
collection models in other countries. The process 
has delivered revenue in excess of expectations 
and compliance is high. Though this GST regime 
is relatively new, early experience suggests that it 
is an efficient and effective way of taxing physical 
goods sold via digital platforms”.

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/e0e2dd2d-en/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/e0e2dd2d-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/e0e2dd2d-en/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/e0e2dd2d-en
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Financial services and insurance

We seek to obtain greater assurance that financial services and insurance 
(FSI) GST obligations are correctly reported, and to provide certainty to clients 
of the ATO’s interpretation and application of GST law within the industry.

The major risk targeted in 2019–20 was apportionment methods used by financial institutions that are highly complex 
and have evolved over time, increasing input tax credit entitlements significantly. The risk is that these methodologies are 
not correctly applying the law and are not fair and reasonable in reflecting the extent to which acquisitions relate to input 
taxed financial supplies. This is occurring in the banking sector, with concerns in respect of credit card issuers, deposit 
taking institutions and home loan lenders.

Our strategy sets out the ATO view on apportionment methods and provides certainty as to the methodologies 
we consider fair and reasonable. 

In 2019–20, we: 

 � published web content on GST governance and record keeping for financial suppliers, to articulate ATO 
expectations in relation to our priority issues

 � focused on obtaining greater assurance for the insurance sector 
 � transitioned from industry engagement to justified trust engagement across Top 100 and 1000 populations and 

a monitoring/effectiveness phase
 � reduced revenue and reputational threats by progressively implementing the apportionment treatment strategy, 

which is shifting industry behaviour and leading participants to adopt lower risk positions
 � set out how the Commissioner’s existing views apply to specific retail banking operations, and publication of:

 — GSTR 2019/2 and PCG 2019/8 with Schedule 1: Credit cards, outlining the Commissioner’s views on the 
creditable purpose of acquisitions in a credit card issuing business 
 — draft addendum to GSTR 2004/4, providing practical examples on the creditable purpose of acquisitions 
made by home loan originators
 — GSTR 2019/D1, PCG 2019/8 with Draft Schedule 2: Transaction accounts and GSTD 2020/D1, providing 
the Commissioner’s views relevant to determining the creditable purpose of common acquisitions in a 
transaction accounts business.

Black economy

The black economy is a significant economic and social issue affecting our 
community. It exploits vulnerable employees and provides an unfair advantage 
to businesses that participate in dishonest and criminal activities associated 
with the abuse of our tax and superannuation systems. 

The 2018–19 Federal Budget allocated the ATO more than $400 million in funding over four years to address black 
economy (cash or hidden) behaviours. Activities to address the behaviours include:

 � more visible enforcement activities 
 � using data and technology to better target black economy participation
 � education and preventative measures
 � changes to policy and law settings to make it easier to comply and hard not to
 � working across government through the Black Economy Standing Taskforce.

Our data and analytics have been enhanced to better target those doing the wrong thing, while encouraging the 
right behaviours through education and prevention activities. With increased visibility of the response to address the 
black economy, approximately one quarter of the tip-offs from the community received by the Tax Integrity Centre 
related specifically to black economy behaviours (from a total of over 56,000 tip-offs). The Black Economy Standing 
Taskforce established processes to lawfully disclose intelligence and work across government agencies to address 
black economy behaviours.
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The second year of the black economy program of work (2019–20) was impacted by natural disasters and COVID-19. 
Over 5,100 businesses across 22 metropolitan, regional and remote locations were visited by the ATO prior to ceasing 
visits in December 2019, with many other activities slowed or put on hold in response to natural disasters and COVID-19. 

In 2019–20, we raised $109 million in GST liabilities from cases associated with the black economy that did not pay the 
correct amount of GST.

Moving into year three of the black economy program, we continue to monitor intelligence to detect and deter black 
economy behaviour.

Justified trust

Justified trust is achieved when we have evidence that reporting of GST is complete 
and accurate. Our justified trust methodology provides appropriately structured 
and tailored engagements with our largest, most consequential clients.

We continue to integrate our approaches to implement the justified trust work program from a whole-of-client and 
multiple tax perspective. We have sought to obtain greater assurance that large corporate groups are complying with 
their GST obligations, with a focus on:

 � inadvertent errors
 � the reliability of the information reported in the BAS 
 � the right amount of GST being collected and paid/claimed.

Incorrect reporting from inadvertent errors is one of the main GST risks identified through these reviews. Most GST 
amended assessments in the large market were the result of voluntary disclosures arising from processing or systems 
errors. We continue to update our website to highlight these risk areas, and strongly recommend taxpayers focus on 
improving their tax governance to reduce inadvertent errors.

We have observed more taxpayers engaging external advisers to assist in self-assessing the effectiveness of their tax 
control framework. To assist with this, we published the GST Governance, Data Testing and Transaction Testing Guide 
to support our GST assurance reviews processes for governance, data and transaction testing in the Top 100 and Top 
1000 markets.

Top 100 and 1000 programs
Under our justified trust program, we undertake specific tax assurance engagements with the Top 100 and Top 1000 
public and multinational businesses:

 � GST and income tax teams work collaboratively to deliver justified trust assurance reviews across both taxes 
under the Top 100 program. 

 � Our GST assurance reviews under the Top 1000 program are conducted on a stand-alone basis. In addition, 
we are commencing new Top 1000 integrated reviews which will substantially increase our GST coverage of the 
Top 1000 population and identify higher risk taxpayers for a GST assurance review.

As at 30 June 2020, 13 Top 100 and 29 Top 1000 GST reviews were completed under the GST compliance program, 
which provided additional funding to increase assurance in the large market. In these reviews, most taxpayers have 
reached an overall medium level of assurance. This means we have obtained assurance in relation to some, but not 
all areas reviewed. Further evidence and/or analysis may be required.

New GST assurance reviews were not commenced from April to June 2020 due to COVID-19 (except for a small number 
of Top 100 cases which were started with the client’s approval). GST assurance reviews for the Top 100 and Top 1000 
programs will be progressively restarted over the coming months. 
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9 Providing law clarity and advice

We offer public and private advice and guidance that addresses GST risks and helps 
our clients understand their GST obligations, ensuring a level playing field through 
fit-for-purpose GST public and private advice and guidance.

In 2019–20, we played a leading role in supporting the Australian community when they needed it most. We provided 
urgent advice through web guidance to assist bushfire and COVID-19 affected clients with their:

 � GST obligations 
 � eligibility for stimulus measures.

JobKeeper eligibility relies on the GST turnover tests in the GST Act. We published web guidance to assist businesses 
calculate their GST turnover and assess their eligibility. This advice was supplemented in the Law Companion Ruling 
LCR 2020/1. We also responded to over 100 requests for general guidance relating to JobKeeper.

In 2019–20, 565 GST-related private ruling requests were finalised, with 98% finalised within 28 calendar days of 
receiving all the necessary information. Private ruling requests in 2019–20 decreased by 11.8% compared with the 
previous year. There were 3,966 guidance cases completed in 2019–20, a decrease of 15.83% from last year.

The variation in private ruling and guidance requests can be attributed to limited GST law changes compared with 
previous years.

In 2019–20 the key advice topics included:

 � GST international and cross-border
 � core provision/special rules
 � property
 � food
 � GST registration.

In 2019–20, we observed the benefits of providing prompt public guidance – particularly web guidance – for the 
GST aspects of JobKeeper and the GST treatment of COVID-19 related state and territory government grants. 

In 2020–21, we aim to continue to identify priority issues that would benefit from targeted and clear web guidance. 
Public advice and guidance consultation work that was paused due to COVID-19 will recommence.

https://www.ato.gov.au/law/view/document?Mode=type&TOC=%2205:Public%20rulings:Rulings:Law%20companion:2020:%2304800010000%23LCR%202020/1%20-%20JobKeeper%20payment%20-%20decline%20in%20turnover%20test%3b%22&DOCID=%22COG/LCR20201/NAT/ATO/00001%22
https://www.ato.gov.au/law/view/document?Mode=type&TOC=%2205:Public%20rulings:Rulings:Law%20companion:2020:%2304800010000%23LCR%202020/1%20-%20JobKeeper%20payment%20-%20decline%20in%20turnover%20test%3b%22&DOCID=%22COG/LCR20201/NAT/ATO/00001%22
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10 Resolving disputes

We continue to use a suite of strategies to prevent and minimise disputes 
and aim to promote a resolution culture based on:

effective communication
genuine engagement
collaboration
strategies that are fair and proportionate to the matters in dispute, 
and lead to early resolution at minimal cost.

Objection cases recorded within ATO systems as relating solely to GST have continued to decline. An objection case 
may relate to one or more objections. The ATO is in the process of revising its methodology for recognising objections 
related to GST, to capture GST objections reported within systems as relating to other taxes and/or penalties.  

The decline in reported objection cases received relating solely to GST is consistent with the level of objections 
more broadly for the ATO. Dispute resolution strategies continue to be successfully used – in conjunction with client 
engagement – to facilitate early dispute resolution. This includes our Dispute Assist service, in-house facilitation, small 
business independent reviews and other alternatives. 

The use of these services has led to earlier resolution of disputes and prevention of future disputes for both the taxpayer 
and ATO. Further targeted use is ongoing, noting that resources for these strategies will continue, as will support for our 
bushfire and COVID-19 affected clients.

In 2019–20, most GST objections received resulted from audit activity, with the small business client segment the largest 
contributor of GST objections. The most common objections related to refund integrity, overpaid GST, amendments and 
real property. We expect these trends to continue in 2020–21.

There is a slight increase in clients lodging objections regarding:

• GST registration cancellations 

• self-objections to claim credits with out of time amendments. 

FIGURE 12: GST-RELATED OBJECTION CASES CREATED 2015–16 TO 2019–20
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TABLE 8: GST OBJECTION RESULTS

2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

Finalised objection cases (number) 1,377 935 774 591 512

Allowed in full (%) 22 30 27 28 21

Allowed in part (%) 33 20 22 18 18

Disallowed (%) 21 22 23 20 24

Either withdrawn following initial contact, or invalid and unable 
to be altered to be treated as valid objections (%)

24 28 28 33 37

Note: A case may relate to more than one objection. Where a case is recorded as allowed in part, this may include a single case involving multiple objections, 
some of which were allowed in full and others which were disallowed or allowed in part e.g. the case, overall, was allowed in part.

The ATO saw a reduction in objections in the final quarter of 2019–20. We suspect this reflects the impact of shutdowns 
associated with COVID-19, the reduction in ATO audit and debt activity, and businesses focusing on other immediate 
issues, including application for stimulus measures. It is not yet known whether the reduction will result in a permanent 
difference or a deferral of objections to later periods.

We have maintained a compassionate and empathetic approach to those impacted by these disasters. For clients 
in bushfire impacted postcodes or impacted by COVID-19, we have considered their circumstances when actioning 
objections and paused progress until they are ready to continue. Recovery action was paused on all objections 
affected by bushfires or COVID-19.
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11 Litigation

We seek to ensure the right cases are litigated and all alternative forms of dispute 
resolution explored. Litigation may be appropriate to provide law clarification, 
or the behaviour involved is such that we need to send a strong message 
to the community, or there is an intractable dispute.

There was a 12.8% increase in current Part lVC litigation cases from 86 cases at 30 June 2019 to 97 cases 
at 30 June 2020. This can largely be attributed to an increase in cases containing international/cross-border 
and property issues. 

As at 30 June 2020, the 10 significant cases on hand were: 

 � A Federal Court matter concerning declaratory proceedings filed by the taxpayer who alleges his former tax 
agent fraudulently misappropriated GST refunds. The taxpayer seeks declarations that he is not indebted to 
the Commissioner and that the Commissioner should credit refunds to the taxpayer’s running balance account. 
The taxpayer’s claim for damages for conscious maladministration was struck out by the Federal Court in 
August 2018. The taxpayer has also filed a claim of negligence against the Commissioner. The Commissioner 
filed his evidence on 1 July 2020.

 � Two Federal Court matters concerning whether commissions and rebates paid to foreign junket tour operators 
should be included in the GST amount for the purposes of Division 126 of the GST Act. These matters were 
heard in June 2020 and a decision has been reserved.

 � The taxpayer’s appeal to the Federal Court, against the fully favourable decision received by the Commissioner 
in the precious metals matter of ACN 154 520 199 Pty Ltd (in liquidation). The Appeal was heard by the Full Bench 
of the Federal Court in May 2020 and a decision has been reserved. 

 � Four Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) cases which consider the issue of whether the supply of the Applicants’ 
services to Australian drivers (prior to 1 July 2017) was ‘done’ in Australia. 

 � An AAT property case which will test the Commissioner’s view in respect to the development of land in the ACT 
and the calculation of the cost base for the purposes of the margin scheme. 

 � The Commissioner’s appeal to the High Court against the unfavourable decision of the Full Federal Court in the 
Travelex Limited matter. 

Significant decisions 
 � Commissioner of Taxation v Travelex Limited [2020] FCAFC 10. The Full Court dismissed the Commissioner’s 

appeal. The court held that there is no legislative entitlement to amend a pre-1 July 2012 BAS. Despite this, the 
majority held that delayed refund interest was payable from the date of the original return. The High Court granted 
the Commissioner special leave to appeal the decision, however the ability to revise a BAS does not form part 
of the appeal.

 � Melbourne Apartment Project Pty Ltd (as trustee) v Commissioner of Taxation [2019] FCA 2118. The 
Federal Court found in favour of the taxpayer. The court held that the sale of a residential apartment is a supply 
of accommodation. The Commissioner decided not to appeal the decision and a Decision Impact Statement 
issued on 30 April 2020. 

 � ACN 154 520 199 Pty Ltd (In Liq) v Commissioner of Taxation [2019] AATA 5981. The issue was whether 
the taxpayer made creditable acquisitions, through refining scrap gold, and carried on a scheme for the dominant 
purpose of deriving a GST benefit. The Commissioner’s decision was upheld, and the taxpayer had no entitlement 
to input tax credits. The taxpayer subsequently appealed the decision to the Full Court.
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TABLE 9: GST LITIGATION RESULTS

2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

Number of new Part IVC First Instance 
GST cases created (number)

54 47 50 64 60

GST cases completed (number) 84 61 59 45 52

Favourable (%) 12 21 10 14 21

Unfavourable (%) 1 0 5 4 4

Partly favourable (%) 0 0 2 2 0

Conceded (whole or in part) (%) 19 21 8 40 43

Settled (%) 24 27 14 9 7

Withdrawn by taxpayer (%) 17 23 29 20 21

Dismissed by court or AAT (%) 19 5 27 9 4

Other (%) 8 3 5 2 0

Over the past 20 years several significant litigation decisions have impacted our administration of the GST.

HP Mercantile Pty Limited v Commissioner of Taxation [2005] FCAFC 126 – Clarified the operation of section 
11-15 of the A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999 (GST Act), dealing with input tax credits and 
the relationship between an acquisition and an input taxed supply. 

The decision confirmed that the taxpayer was not entitled to input tax credits relating to expenses incurred in 
making input taxed supplies to recover debts previously purchased by the entity, and reinforced ATO existing 
practice.

Commissioner of Taxation v Multiflex Pty Ltd [2011] FCAFC 142 – The case concerned the period of time 
that the Commissioner could retain a refund amount under section 35-5 of the GST Act to enable any necessary 
verification activities to be carried out. The Court held that the reasonable time in which the Commissioner 
must perform the duty under section 35-5 of the GST Act was a period not longer than that required for the 
administrative processing of a GST return. 

This decision highlighted the contradictory forces at work in the administration of GST – the Commissioner’s need 
to secure the revenue and taxpayers’ needs to receive their input tax credits in a timely fashion. The practical 
importance of this case was that it led to the law being amended in June 2012, to introduce section 8AAZLGA 
of the Taxation Administration Act 1953 (TAA). This provision gives the Commissioner power to withhold refunds 
pending a verification check, while providing appropriate rights that protect the taxpayer’s interests. 

Commissioner of Taxation v Qantas Airways Ltd [2012]	HCA	41 – The case dealt with whether GST was 
payable on airfares for travel not taken by passengers. After setting out the relevant terms of the arrangements 
between the taxpayer and its customers, it was concluded that the conditions did not provide an unconditional 
promise to carry the customer on a particular flight but rather a promise to use its best endeavours to carry the 
customer. 

The case was important because it reinforced our existing understanding of the term ‘supply for consideration’.

Rio Tinto Services Limited v Commissioner of Taxation [2015] FCAFC 117 – This case concerned whether 
the taxpayer was entitled to input tax credits in respect of acquisitions made in the course of providing remote 
housing accommodation to its workforce in the Pilbara mining region of Western Australia. 

The case was important because it reinforced our existing understanding and practice in relation to the 
application of subsection 11-5(2) of the GST Act and the claiming of input tax credits.

http://www6.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2005/126.html
http://www6.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2011/142.html
http://www6.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/cth/HCA/2012/41.html
http://www6.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/cth/FCAFC/2015/117.html
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12 Investigations and prosecutions

Our firmest strategies to deal with fraudulent behaviour are criminal investigations 
and prosecutions. This involves locating and identifying the person responsible 
for committing the offence, and providing evidence in court to support 
a prosecution and ultimately secure a conviction.

Criminal investigation and prosecutions are complemented by a communication strategy to maximise the impact 
of cases prosecuted. This increases:

 � community awareness of the impact of non-compliance with tax obligations
 � general deterrence of not lodging BAS and making false and misleading claims and statements.

Our activities in 2019–20 included the following:

 � Completed 36 GST-related criminal investigations. 
 � Referred GST-related briefs of evidence for breaches of the Criminal Code Act 1995 to the Commonwealth Director 

of Public Prosecutions (CDPP), resulting in 15 successful prosecutions. Prison sentences ranged from 12 months 
to 81 months. 

 � Issued 41 warning letters. Warning letters are used as a risk treatment option to avoid unnecessary court action 
where alternative treatment strategies are available. 

The matters referred to the CDPP cover a range of complex GST risks, involving various business structures and 
can involve multiple suspects (or witnesses). In 2019–20, issues observed relate to identity takeovers (identity crime), 
recidivist behaviour and amended BAS lodgments. 

We also prosecute matters such as:

 � not complying with BAS lodgment requirements
 � making false and misleading statements
 � keeping false records
 � not complying with notices issued by the ATO requiring the provision of information, documents or attendance 

at an interview. 

In 2019–20, 328 court cases were finalised, resulting in four custodial sentences, 50 good behaviour bonds and 
one community service order.

TABLE 10: GST INVESTIGATIONS AND PROSECUTION RESULTS

2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

GST-related investigations – completed (number) 96 82 75 59 36

GST-related fraud prosecution cases resulting in conviction (number) 14 15 14 27 15

Total successful GST outcomes – Taxation Administration Act 
matters only (number)

877 1,095 985 618 328

Costs and fines ($m) 6.1 8.9 8.0 6.1 2.3

The changing environment throughout 2019–20 saw a significant proportion of our workforce shifted to support 
ATO stimulus measures. This resulted in reduced support for operational activities by state and federal law 
enforcement agencies.

COVID-19 impacted our ability to undertake crucial aspects of our investigation work, such as search warrants, 
record of interviews and statements. These are mandatory requirements in the criminal process for preparing a 
brief of evidence. Prosecution outcomes have been delayed due to the inability of courts to empanel jury members 
to conduct trials for relevant hearings.
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Prosecution cases of note
 � A man who netted himself nearly $600,000 in fraudulent GST refunds was sentenced to three years and 

six months jail. Over a period of three years, he purchased several businesses and purported to develop 
them into profitable enterprises. Notwithstanding claiming a significant amount of input tax credits, plus the 
available research and development grants, he didn’t progress with any of the businesses. Further investigation 
revealed that across the three entities (two involving seafood farming) he made false claims totalling more 
than $8 million. In some instances, he had attempted to cover his tracks by seeking ‘pro-forma invoices’ for 
equipment he never intended to purchase. Ultimately, he was convicted on 40 counts and will now spend 
time behind bars.

 � A woman was sentenced to two years and six months jail for GST fraud totalling $200,553. In her capacity 
as director, she unlawfully lodged 10 false BAS overstating the company’s input tax credits and refunds owed. 

 � A man was sentenced to three years jail for GST fraud, claiming refunds he wasn’t entitled to. He registered 
a family partnership with his wife in 2010, describing the business activity as cafes and restaurants. Contrary 
to the business description registered, he told ATO auditors he was in the business of buying and selling 
motor vehicles, claiming to have sold around 20. Between August 2011 and February 2015, the business 
claimed over $228,328 in GST refunds it wasn’t entitled to.

 � A man was sentenced to two years and four months jail for attempting to obtain nearly $1.5 million in 
GST and Wine Equalisation Tax refunds he wasn’t entitled to. The man used his accounting knowledge 
to set up a fake business claiming he sold cigars. Detailed investigations could find no evidence of business 
activity, nor evidence of his claims that all his paper and electronic records had been stolen.
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13 GST administration by the Department of Home Affairs

Home Affairs’ role is to manage compliance with Australia’s import and export 
framework and to control, detect, deter and address illicit trade behaviours.

The Home Affairs portfolio, including the Australian Border Force (ABF), is responsible for collecting customs duty 
and tax including GST, Luxury Car Tax (LCT) and Wine Equalisation Tax (WET), on imported goods at the border. 
Home Affairs also administers the deferral of GST on imported goods for registered importers under the GST 
Deferral Scheme. 

Highlights for 2019–20 include: 

 � $4.2 billion GST collected and $32.2 billion deferred GST on imported goods 
 � Four million import declarations and self-assessed clearance declarations cleared 
 � 1.4 million export declarations cleared
 � 765,818 Tourist Refund Scheme (TRS) claims administered, 98.4% of which were approved, 

resulting in refunds of $197.6 million of GST and WET to travellers.

Compliance program
Home Affairs employs an intelligence led, risk-based approach to the import and export of goods. This includes:

 � The General Monitoring Program – provides capability to assess risk for goods crossing Australia’s border and 
monitors the accuracy of cargo reports and import and export declarations submitted to Home Affairs. This approach, 
coupled with the use of risk profiles in the import and export environments, gives an oversight of risk and assists 
in allocating resources in line with priorities. 

 � The Integrated Cargo System – facilitates the clearance of imported cargo and applies revenue payment obligations. 

Home Affairs works collaboratively with partner agencies, such as the ATO, to ensure all revenue liabilities are payable 
and collected on imported goods. 

Home Affairs’ Pre-Clearance Intervention (PCI) and Post-Transaction Verification (PTV) functions support the 
management of a wide range of border risks, including revenue leakage. Revenue leakage can occur through: 

 � undervaluation 
 � misclassification and non-declaration of goods 
 � false claims for GST exemptions 
 � preferential treatment under free trade agreements
 � duty refunds and concessions. 

Home Affairs conducts PCI activities before releasing goods from customs control. Home Affairs also conducts 
PTV activities such as audits, after the release of goods from customs control.
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For 2019–20, Home Affairs compliance activities identified a total of $109.6 million in GST understatements.

Figure 13: Compliance activities (GST understatements)

GST understatements include voluntary disclosures. Fluctuations in the number and value of voluntary disclosures 
between quarters are common. Reported values are not indicative of seasonal trends or operational tempo, and are 
not a predictor of future trends. The level of disclosures demonstrates industry awareness of the ability to voluntarily 
self-report errors to correct information and pay duties owed. 

Home Affairs continues to engage with industry to enhance compliant behaviour through forums such as the 
Trade and Goods Compliance Advisory Group (CAG). CAG is a collaborative forum for industry that Home 
Affairs and the ABF use to recommend solutions to trade and goods compliance issues. CAG meets on multiple 
occasions each year. Engagement with this stakeholder group contributes to increasing voluntary compliance. 

Home Affairs and the ABF continue to deploy measures to detect and deter serious revenue non-compliance, 
including complex fraud. 

With the emergence of COVID-19, the ABF supported enhanced screening and inspection measures for import 
and export cargo across air and sea cargo streams. A particular focus was to secure and facilitate legitimate trade 
of medical supplies. ABF Trade Compliance swiftly redirected capabilities to identify and target those importing 
counterfeit COVID-19 test kits, hydroxychloroquine and faulty personal protection equipment. 

Trade enforcement remains a focus for the ABF, as it underpins the strength and international competitiveness of 
the Australian economy. It also protects Australian businesses and industry by ensuring a level playing field. The 
ABF continues to target those involved in revenue evasion. For example, a single project targeting the misreporting 
of GST food exemptions has resulted in GST revenue paid (or deferred) totalling $61.3 million.

Tourist Refund Scheme 
Home Affairs is responsible for the effective and efficient administration of the TRS on behalf of the Government, under 
the delegation of the Commissioner of Taxation. Home Affairs manages the scheme, including verification of claims, 
through the ABF. Home Affairs’ functions include processing TRS claims and undertaking compliance activity.

In 2019–20, the ABF processed 765,818 TRS claims, with 748,688 applications approved. This resulted in the payment 
of $197.6 million in claims to travellers. The ABF rejected 1.6% of applications, worth $1.8 million. In 2018–19, the TRS 
received over one million claims, totalling $256.8 million in refunds. 

Since 2012–13, the ABF has approved an increasing annual number of GST refunds under the TRS, reflecting 
continued growth in tourism and travellers to Australia availing themselves of the scheme. We attribute the reduced 
number of TRS claims for 2019–20 to the impacts of COVID-19 travel restrictions. The significance of these restrictions 
was not fully seen in this reporting period, due to international travellers leaving Australia and continuing to make 
TRS claims.
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The ABF continues to work with the ATO to implement the recommendations in the 2018–19 ANAO audit of the 
TRS. The objective of the audit was to examine and assess whether the TRS was being effectively administered, 
with appropriate risk management.

The ATO and Home affairs are managing several projects to meet the three recommendations from the ANAO audit:

TABLE 11: ANAO RECOMMENDATIONS AND OUTCOMES

Recommendations Outcomes

The ATO and Home Affairs to improve their TRS risk management 
by jointly risk assessing the TRS, to identify all risks and appropriate 
treatments, and review the assessment annually.

Finalised with the completion of a joint risk assessment.

Quantify revenue leakage attributed to Australians returning goods for 
which a TRS refund was received. The report recommended that the 
ATO, Home Affairs and Treasury: 

• jointly develop a methodology for estimating this revenue leakage 
• conduct an exercise to measure non-compliance and revenue leakage
• report the results of the exercise to government, to provide greater 

assurance of the level and nature of non-compliance. 

Delayed due to COVID-19 travel restrictions, diversion of resources 
and governing committees’ focus.

The ATO and Home Affairs implement and embed the developed data 
analysis tools into business practices. 

Delayed due to COVID-19 travel restrictions, diversion of resources 
and governing committees’ focus.
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Performance report

This section of the report provides information on our performance outcomes under 
the GST administration performance agreement. Table numbers reflect the location 
within the agreement. Data for prior years is published on ato.gov.au.

Schedule A: Performance outcome measures
Schedule A of the agreement relates to our performance outcome measures, detailed in four major sections of the 
agreement. Our results against these are provided in the tables below. Note that figures may vary slightly due to rounding.

Maintain compliance

Core indicators

1. Revenue outcome

TABLE 1A: REVENUE OUTCOME 

2015–16  
$b

2016–17  
$b

2017–18  
$b

2018–19  
$b

2019–20  
$b

Total GST revenue (cash) 57.4 59.8 63.1 65.2 60.2

GST revenue Home Affairs cash (net) 3.5 3.5 3.9 4.2 4.2

Note: The total GST revenue amount excludes non-GIC penalties. 

2. GST debt

TABLE 2A: GST DEBT OUTSTANDING 

2015–16  
$b

2016–17  
$b

2017–18  
$b

2018–19  
$b

2019–20  
$b

Total GST debt outstanding 5.0 5.6 5.5 5.7 10.2

Collectable GST debt* 3.4 3.8 4.0 4.3 7.9

*Estimated

TABLE 2B: RATIO OF COLLECTABLE DEBT TO GST CASH 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

GST debt collection rate 5.9 6.4 6.3 6.6 13.1

Note: This measure is computed using the estimated GST collectable debt amount as a percentage of 12 months GST revenue collections.

Supplementary debt indicators

TABLE 2C: GST DEBT NON-PURSUIT 

2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

GST debt non-pursuit ($m) 1,396.3 1,149.6 1,480.7 1,346.5 441.5

GST debt non-pursuit (%) 27.9 23.1 26.8 23.8 4.3

Note: GST debt non-pursuit (%) – This measure is calculated using the GST debt non-pursuit figure as a proportion of total GST debt. The significant decrease 
in the 2019–20 figure is due to pausing most firmer action work and releasing clients from their tax debt in cases of serious hardship as a result of natural 
disasters and COVID-19.

https://www.ato.gov.au/About-ATO/Commitments-and-reporting/In-detail/GST-administration/GST-Administration-Performance-Agreement-(1-July-2017---30-June-2020)/
https://www.ato.gov.au/About-ATO/Commitments-and-reporting/In-detail/GST-administration/GST-Administration-Performance-Agreement-(1-July-2017---30-June-2020)/?page=2#Schedule_A
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TABLE 2D: RATIO OF GST NON-PURSUITS TO GST REVENUE 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Ratio of GST debt non-pursuit to GST revenue N/A 1.9 2.3 2.1 0.7

Note: Non-pursuits help ensure we are focusing our debt collection activities on the right cases by removing those cases where we are either prevented 
by law from pursuing recovery (irrecoverable at law) or where recovery is unviable (uneconomical to pursue). The GST debt non-pursuit percentage 
is applied to total amounts with a write-off posting to provide an estimate of GST debt non-pursuit. 

TABLE 2E: GST ON-TIME PAYMENT RATE 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Percentage of taxpayers who pay on time 89.5 88.2 88.4 88.7 86.5

Note: This ratio measures the compliance level for GST payments and is calculated as the number of GST payments paid on time divided by the total 
number of GST payments due. This international benchmark measure will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of our on-time payment strategies 
(e.g. SMS reminders sent to clients who were expected to pay late or not at all). 

TABLE 2F: AGEING OF GST DEBT CASES 

2015–16  
no.

2016–17 
no.

2017–18  
no.

2018–19  
no.

2019–20  
no.

GST debt cases aged < 29 days 45,808 30,821 33,926 37,903 50,382

GST debt cases aged 30–59 days 75,147 72,899 86,451 86,655 85,347

GST debt cases aged 60–89 days 10,140 9,604 9,901 10,125 23,540

GST debt cases aged 90 days to one year 95,177 93,557 112,450 122,678 135,218

GST debt cases aged > one year 81,192 68,195 69,329 86,073 99,495

Total number of cases 307,464 275,076 312,057 343,434 393,982

TABLE 2G: AGEING OF GST DEBT (VALUE)

2015–16  
$m

2016–17  
$m

2017–18  
$m

2018–19  
$m

2019–20  
$m

GST debt cases aged < 29 days 428.20 409.10 441.10 426.31 1,006.28

GST debt cases aged 30–59 days 462.40 553.00 558.88 564.31 1,704.63

GST debt cases aged 60–89 days 120.60 163.10 109.06 129.13 470.16

GST debt cases aged 90 days to one year 1,103.40 1,251.60 1,406.17 1,510.78 2,700.70

GST debt cases aged > one year 1,267.80 1,461.30 1,484.51 1,638.98 1,987.21

Total value 3,382.50 3,838.10 3,999.72 4,269.52 7,868.97

Note: This measure is based on cases in the debt case management system with a GST registration. The age of the case is determined by the earliest 
period in that any component of the debt can be attributed. The age of debt profile is based on the date of referral of the debt to the ATO’s debt 
and lodgment case management system. 

3. Trend over time in GST gap

TABLE 3A: ESTIMATED GST GAP (INCLUDING DEBT) 

2014–15  
$b

2015–16  
$b

2016–17  
$b

2017–18  
$b

2018–19  
$b

Estimated GST gap  4.5 5.1 4.5 5.0 5.8

Note: GST gap data remains one year in arrears due to the timing of the National Accounts data releases. 

TABLE 3B: ESTIMATED GST GAP (EXCLUDING DEBT) 

2014–15  
%

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

Estimated GST gap (excluding debt) – percentage 
of theoretical revenue

6.4 7.2 5.9 6.3 7.2
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TABLE 3C: ESTIMATED GST GAP (INCLUDING DEBT) 

2014–15  
%

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

Estimated GST gap (including debt) – percentage 
of theoretical revenue

7.5 8.2 6.9 7.3 8.1

Note: This measure estimates the dollar value of theoretical GST losses through non-reporting of GST by businesses and individuals through a failure to register 
or failure to lodge returns, net under-reporting of GST obligations, or over-claiming of GST refunds. 

 Estimates of the GST gap for 2015–19 are updated as business activity statements are lodged or amended. The GST gap is also adjusted to account 
for revisions to external data sources, such as the Australian Bureau of Statistics. This process results in some revisions to prior-year estimates 
previously published.

4. Cross-border services and products

TABLE 4: IMPORTED SERVICES AND DIGITAL PRODUCTS AND LOW VALUE IMPORTED GOODS - GST

2017–18  
$m

2018–19  
$m

2019–20  
$m

Imported services and digital products 352 393 438

Low value imported goods N/A 357 385

Note: We revised the 2017–18 and 2018–19 net revenue figures for the imported services and digital products measure due to some clients lodging late. 

Compliance outcomes

Core indicators

TABLE 1A: STRIKE RATE BY MARKET SEGMENT 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Micro businesses N/A 70 68 81 81

Small and medium businesses N/A 72 74 77 77

Large businesses N/A 51 52 53 64

Government N/A 67 37 63 63

Not-for-profit organisations N/A 69 78 85 83

Other N/A 31 72 25 50

Overall strike rate N/A 69 69 79 80

Note: The strike rate (percentage of cases leading to re-assessment) is an OECD measure that can indicate the effectiveness of case selection 
in detecting ‘correct reporting’. The 2018–19 results have been updated to correct an error in the methodology.

TABLE 1B: REFUND INTEGRITY STRIKE RATE BY MARKET SEGMENT 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Micro businesses N/A 65 70 79 86

Small and medium businesses N/A 51 54 63 70

Large businesses N/A 40 49 53 54

Government N/A 57 29 29 33

Not-for-profit organisations N/A 60 65 73 82

Overall strike rate N/A 64 68 77 85

Note: This measure applies to cases where a refund has been held by the ATO. Significant costs are carried by both government and business 
because of the time lag involved when a refund is stopped, including delayed cash flows and GST administration costs. This measure will over 
time indicate if improvements have been made to the ATO’s risk-based audit selection strategy.
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TABLE 1C: COMPLIANCE LIABILITIES AND COLLECTIONS 

GST liabilities  
$m

Total cash collection  
$m

Cash collection rate  
%

Small business 1,205.5 1,100.2 57.8

Privately owned and wealthy groups 941.3 828.0 67.6

Not-for-profit 45.9 41.3 79.0

Public business and multinational 436.8 307.9 68.4

Other 15.6 14.1 83.3

Total compliance liabilities raised, 
cash collection, and cash collection 
rate by client experience

2,645.0 2,291.4 63.6

Note: Compliance liabilities are the net value of debit and credit amendments from active compliance intervention. Compliance liabilities exclude penalties and interest. 
Cash collections include amounts raised in previous financial years but collected during the financial year specified. The cash collection rate is based on current 
year collections as a percentage of current year liabilities.

This measure was previously by market segment; it is now by client experience.

TABLE 1D: GST REGISTRATIONS 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Compulsory GST registrations compared with potential 
GST registrations based on income tax returns data 

95.4 94.7 95.1 95.1 94.9

Note:  This indicator assesses whether we have the right number of registrants in the system compared to another source of information. 
In this case we are comparing the number of entities that declare business income (in excess of $75,000) in their income tax returns with 
the number of compulsory registrants. This indicator is reported one year in arrears due to reliance on corresponding income tax data.

TABLE 1E: BAS LODGMENT 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Lodged (monthly) 94.0 93.2 93.4 93.0 90.8

Lodged (quarterly) 88.0 85.3 85.4 85.6 82.3

Total BAS lodged (including yearly) 89.8 87.6 87.7 87.7 84.6

Lodged on time (monthly) 83.2 83.5 83.7 83.4 81.8

Lodged on time (quarterly) 75.3 73.5 73.9 73.1 71.0

Total lodged on time (including yearly) 77.7 76.4 76.6 76.0 74.0

Note: This measure has two components – one that measures the percentage of business activity statements lodged on time, and one that measures 
the percentage lodged at a given time. The given time will be 31 December for the mid-year report, and 30 June for the annual (full year) report. 

Supplementary indicators

TABLE 1F: GST RETURNS 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

GST returns filed by intermediaries or tax agents 45.8 45.6 52.5 53.7 55.5

Note: This is an international benchmark measure that indicates the usage of the tax intermediaries or tax agents, or both, for the filing of GST or value add tax returns.

TABLE 1G: OBJECTION CASES 

2015–16  
no.

2016–17  
no.

2017–18  
no.

2018–19  
no.

2019–20  
no.

Objection cases created 1,031 1,036 906 643 545

TABLE 1H: OBJECTION RATE 

2015–16  
no.

2016–17  
no.

2017–18  
no.

2018–19  
no.

2019–20  
no.

Objection rate (per thousand) 71 68 76 52 95

Note: Calculated as the number of objection cases created throughout the period, divided by the number of audits with a financial adjustment in the same period. 
Previous years’ data has been updated and is now represented as a number per thousand of audits with a financial adjustment.

 The audit to objection rate contains both audit-related objections and client-initiated objections. While there has been a statistical increase in the percentage 
of audit to objection rate, the number of audit-related objections received has reduced. This is the result of an increase in client-initiated objections; 
when a client has objected to their own self-assessment and not in response to ATO-initiated compliance activities.
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TABLE 1I: LITIGATION CASES 

2015–16  
no.

2016–17  
no.

2017–18  
no.

2018–19  
no.

2019–20  
no.

New Part IVC First Instance cases created 54 47 50 64 60

Note: Part IVC First Instance cases are those where the taxpayer lodges an Administrative Appeals Tribunal or Federal Court application when they are dissatisfied 
with the Commissioner’s objection decision. 

TABLE 1J: OBJECTIONS TO LITIGATION 

2015–16  
no.

2016–17  
no.

2017–18  
no.

2018–19  
no.

2019–20  
no.

Objections which result in litigation (per thousand) 39 50 65 108 117

Note: Calculated as the number of First Instance Part IVC matters lodged throughout the period, divided by the number of objections resolved for the same period. 
It is represented as a number per thousand of objections resolved. 

 The higher proportion of objection to new litigation cases is due to the considerable reduction in the number of objections. Indications suggest that clients 
who may have objected in the past but not wanted to litigate are now resolving their disputes pre-objection.

Cost-effective administration

Core indicators

1. Cost effectiveness

TABLE 1A: COST AS A PERCENTAGE OF REVENUE 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Cost (Schedule B) as a percentage of revenue 1.18 1.14 1.00 0.92 1.07

Cost of collection as a percentage of revenue 1.16 1.12 1.07 1.01 0.92

Note: These measures equate to the cost of collecting $100 of GST revenue. In 2019–20 the cost of collecting $100 GST revenue was $0.92.

TABLE 1B: COST PER REGISTRANT 

2015–16  
$

2016–17  
$

2017–18  
$

2018–19  
$

2019–20  
$

Cost (Schedule B) per registrant 260 256 230 211 222

Cost (Actuals) per registrant 267 264 250 232 198

Note: The calculation is based on total administration costs divided by the total registered active GST client base. 

TABLE 1C: TOTAL REGISTERED CLIENT BASE 

2015–16  
no.

2016–17  
no.

2017–18  
no.

2018–19  
no.

2019–20  
no.

Total registered client base (in millions) 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.9

Note: This is the total registered population as at 1 July of the current year. Over time this measure will show how fluid the client base is through GST registrations. 

2. Operational and cost management

TABLE 2A: GST ADMINISTRATION COSTS 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Variation of GST administration costs (actuals) from agreed 
budget (total admin budget – Schedule B) 

2.9 3.0 8.5 10.0 -10.9

Note: This measure reflects the percentage that the actual GST product cost varies from the agreed budget, as specified in Schedule B. It will be reported 
retrospectively. The full costs produced for 2019–20 will still be subject to review under the ANAO’s special purpose audit of GST administration 
costs (see Schedule B for more detail).

TABLE 2B: COMPLIANCE COSTS 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Compliance costs as a percentage of total administration costs 51.0 51.0 48.7 53.4 52.9

Note: The ratio is calculated as compliance costs divided by total GST administration costs (actuals).
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Supplementary indicators
TABLE 2C: ELECTRONIC ACTIVITY STATEMENTS 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Electronic activity statements finalised in 12 business days 100 99.7 99.7 99.7 99.7

Note: This is a service commitment. A 94% target applies.

TABLE 2D: GST ELECTRONIC PAYMENT RATE 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

GST electronic payment rate N/A 97 98 98 98

Note: This rate measures the extent that electronic services are used to make GST payments. This measure will be used to assess the effectiveness of the 
ATO’s new electronic payment strategies and is calculated by dividing the number of GST payments made electronically by the total GST payments.

TABLE 2E: WRITTEN TECHNICAL ADVICE

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Taxpayer requests actioned in 28 calendar days 94 93 95 97 98

Private rulings finalised in 28 calendar days of receiving 
all necessary information

96 91 95 98 98

Note: This is a service commitment. An 85% target applies for general taxpayer requests and an 80% target applies to private rulings. The private rulings standard 
is subject to the ATO receiving all necessary information.

TABLE 2F: BAS LODGMENT METHOD – PERCENTAGE LODGED ELECTRONICALLY

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

BAS lodged electronically – monthly remitters 72.0 76.8 80.5 83.7 87.4

BAS lodged electronically – quarterly remitters 73.9 77.8 80.7 83.6 88.2

BAS lodged electronically – annual remitters 72.1 74.9 89.1 91.0 91.3

BAS lodged electronically – overall 73.6 77.5 81.0 83.8 88.2

TABLE 2G: QUALITY OF TECHNICAL ADVICE 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Cases with achieved rating 94.0 94.5 98.5 97.6 94.4

Note: The quality model focuses on developing a culture of continuous improvement. Cases are assessed against four criteria: 
Service, Accountability, Accuracy, and Performance. For 2019–20 the data was drawn from a sample of 89 cases. 

TABLE 2H: ABR REGISTRATIONS 

2015–16  
%

2016–17  
%

2017–18  
%

2018–19  
%

2019–20  
%

Australian resident ABR registrations finalised 
within 20 business days

98 98 98 99 99

Note: The taxpayer charter standard of 93% target applies. The percentile has remained steady and continued to exceed the target.
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Department of Home Affairs

TABLE 1A-C: MANAGEMENT OF GST REVENUE COLLECTION 

2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

GST liability assessed ($b) 29.4 29.3 32.2 33.3 32.3

GST collected ($b) 3.5 3.5 3.9 4.2 4.4

Total value of Tourist Refund Scheme claims paid ($m) N/A 201.7 228.3 256.8 197.6

TABLE 2A-F: MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE 

2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

Cost of compliance ($m) 33.7 31.8 34.9 35.6 34.2

Audit coverage – Tourist Refund Scheme (%) 100 100 100 100 100

Tourist Refund Scheme claims rejected (%) 1.4 3.2 1.6 3.0 1.6

GST adjustments – underpaid GST revenue ($m) 54.3 54.3 31.1 91.5 109.6

GST adjustments – rejected Tourist Refund Scheme claims ($m) 4.1 6.6 3.0 2.5 1.8

Total GST adjustments ($m) 58.4 60.9 34.0 94.0 111.4

TABLE 3A-K: COST-EFFECTIVE ADMINISTRATION

2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

Costs of import processing ($m) 21.7 22.4 19.4 20.3 22.6

Costs of export processing ($m) 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.2

Costs of import and export compliance ($m) 19.2 17.5 19.8 18.2 15.6

Costs of administering the Tourist Refund Scheme ($m) 14.5 14.3 16.1 17.3 18.6

Total costs ($m) 55.7 54.7 55.6 56.2 57.0

Import declarations processed (million) 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.0

Export declarations processed (million) 1.5 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4

Total Tourist Refund Scheme claims processed (thousand) 840 895 1,010 1,071 766

Total costs as a percentage of total GST liability assessed 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Total costs as a percentage of total GST collected 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.3

Compliance yield 1.74:1 1.92:1 0.98:1 2.64:1 2.28:1
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Schedule B: GST budget and administration activities
This part of the report addresses our performance in relation to Schedule B of the GST Administration Performance 
Agreement. The GST administration cost statement is a special purpose financial report. The statement is prepared 
using statements of accounting concepts and on an accrual basis.

TABLE 1-5: COSTS 

2019–20  
Actual  

$m

2019–20  
Schedule B  

$m

2020–21  
Estimated  

$m

1.1 Policy advice and forecasting 4.5 5.5 5.0

1.2 Design and build administrative solutions 44.8 37.2 36.3

1.3 Input into law design 1.5 1.5 1.4

1.5 Law assurance 3.6 3.4 3.2

1.6–1.7 Cross-agency support and government and stakeholder relations 3.4 2.1 9.7

2.1 Registrations 27.1 23.7 21.3

2.2 Processing and accounts 30.4 37.1 33.0

2.3 Customer service 26.7 31.8 40.0

2.4 Debt collection 71.2 73.6 66.1

2.5–2.6 Interpretative assistance 17.5 24.6 23.2

3.1 Marketing and communication 10.1 12.8 12.6

3.4 Active compliance – ATO 230.3 259.1 237.4

3.4 Active compliance – Department of Home Affairs 50.5 50.5 56.2

3.5 Compliance intelligence and risk management 24.0 35.6 32.9

5.1 Resolve disputes 19.2 35.4 31.8

5.2 Prevent disputes 1.7 1.3 1.1

Program 2 – Tax Practitioners Board 5.9 5.9 5.8

Program 3 – Australian Business Register 5.7 3.4 5.6

Total 575.8 646.6 621.5

https://www.ato.gov.au/About-ATO/Commitments-and-reporting/In-detail/GST-administration/GST-Administration-Performance-Agreement-(1-July-2017---30-June-2020)/?page=3#Schedule_B
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Schedule C: Monitoring and review arrangements
Schedule C of the GST Administration Performance Agreement deals with monitoring and review arrangements. It is 
designed to ensure appropriate alignment of ATO parliamentary reporting responsibilities and reporting responsibilities 
under the agreement.

Client and community confidence
Over 2019–20, we have continued our focus on building trust and community confidence. We have conducted regular 
research to measure the levels of confidence in the ATO felt by two groups: 

 � the general community
 � clients who have recently interacted with us.

The overall result for client and community confidence for 2019–20 was 66/100 (compared to 65/100 in 2018–19).

The community confidence index was 66/100 in 2019–20 (compared to 65/100 in 2018–19), while the client confidence 
index stood at 66/100 in 2019–20 (compared to 64/100 in 2018–19).

Overall confidence in the ATO for 2019–20 was tracking on target through Q1 to Q3, with an average confidence score 
of 65/100. Continuity of this score between financial years reflects the ATO’s consistency in maintaining both client and 
community confidence.  

The confidence score increased in Q4 to 69/100, coinciding with the COVID-19 Government response. This indicates 
increased confidence in the ATO’s ability to deliver COVID-19 stimulus packages, as well as maintain the current quality 
of the tax and superannuation systems. 

It is this increase in Q4 that has resulted in an overall confidence score of 66/100, which is slightly higher than the 
2018–19 score of 65/100, and slightly above the target of 65/100. 
Note: To help interpret these results, a score of 50 indicates a neutral response, with higher results indicating a positive outcome and lower results representing fewer 

favourable views.

Complaints 
In 2019–20 we received 135 complaints relating to GST, compared to 291 in 2018–19. GST-related complaints against 
ATO representatives also decreased, with only six received in 2019–20, down from 47 in 2018–19.

Most complaints during the year were about:

 � timeliness in the release of BAS refunds
 � audit conduct and the outcomes
 � the time taken to release refunds on property settlement transactions.

The decreased number of complaints can be attributed to:

 � the impact of COVID-19 and associated changes to the ATO’s work program in responding to the pandemic
 � new measures introduced in 2018–19 gaining maturity, such as the GST at Settlement and GST on Low Value 

Imported Goods.

https://www.ato.gov.au/About-ATO/Commitments-and-reporting/In-detail/GST-administration/GST-Administration-Performance-Agreement-(1-July-2017---30-June-2020)/?page=4#Schedule_C
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Schedule D: Budget measure – GST compliance 
program
Schedule D of the GST Administration Performance Agreement is about performance outcomes relating to the Budget 
measure, GST compliance program, ‘Working together to improve voluntary compliance’.

TABLE 1: GST COMPLIANCE PROGRAM 

Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

Quadrant
Planned  

$m
Actual  

$m
Planned  

$m
Actual  

$m
Planned  

$m
Actual  

$m

1. The detection and 
reduction of inflated or 
fabricated GST refund 
claims

257.7

124.4

248.6 

327.5

406.9 577.4 
2. Investigation of 

systematic or deliberate 
under-reporting of GST 201.1 172.1

3. More direct contact 
between the ATO and 
non-lodgers

406.2 879.6 489.9 1,169.5 495.7 990.5

Sub-total 663.9 1,205.1 738.5 1,669.1 902.6 1,567.9

4. More direct contact 
between the ATO and 
taxpayers with a GST 
debt

192.0 324.6 171.0 259.9 238.4 216.2

Note: As part of the 2015 Budget extension, quadrants 1 and 2 (planned) are combined in years 8–10. Quadrants 1 and 2 (actuals) are combined in year 10.

 Quadrants 1–3 are represented as additional liabilities raised from compliance activities. Quadrant 4 is represented as additional collections from debt activities.

Our commitment to you

We are committed to providing you with accurate, consistent and clear 
information to help you understand your rights and entitlements and meet 
your obligations. If you feel that this publication does not fully cover your 
circumstances, or you are unsure how it applies to you, you can seek 
further assistance from us.

We regularly revise our publications to take account of any changes to the 
law, so make sure that you have the latest information. If you are unsure, 
you can check for more recent information on our website at ato.gov.au 
or contact us.

This publication was current at February 2021.

©  Australian Taxation Office for the 
Commonwealth of Australia,	2021

You are free to copy, adapt, modify, transmit and distribute this material as 
you wish (but not in any way that suggests the ATO or the Commonwealth 
endorses you or any of your services or products).

Published by

Australian Taxation Office 
Canberra 
February 2021 
 
NAT 75242  DE-30639

https://www.ato.gov.au/About-ATO/Commitments-and-reporting/In-detail/GST-administration/GST-Administration-Performance-Agreement-(1-July-2017---30-June-2020)/?page=5#Schedule_D
http://www.ato.gov.au
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